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We prove that the problem STO of deciding whether or not a flnite set E of term
equations is subject to occur-check is in NP. E is subject to occur-check if the execution
of the Martelli{Montanari uniflcation algorithm gives for input E a set E0 [ fx = tg,
where t 6= x and x appears in t. Apt et al. (1994) proved that STO is NP-hard leaving
the problem of NP-completeness open.
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1. Introduction
A set of equations is subject to occur-check or just STO, if some sequence of steps of the
nondeterministic Martelli{Montanari uniflcation algorithm can lead to a failure due to
the application of the occur-check operation. This notion was introduced by Deransart
et al. (1991) and has entered the proposal for standard Prolog. The importance of this
notion stems from the fact that in most of the Prolog implementations the uniflcation
algorithm is replaced by an algorithm which does not perform occur-check and thus
does not discover the cases where there is no flnite solution, presenting a regular inflnite
solution instead.
Paterson and Wegman (1978) proved that the uniflcation problem can be solved in
linear time. In view of this fact the recent result from Apt et al. (1994) that the STO
problem is NP-hard came as a surprise. In addition, this last result has, as a consequence,
that the class of equations on which the result of the algorithm used in the Prolog
implementations difiers from the result of the uniflcation algorithm, is not tractable. Apt
et al. (1994) left the question as to whether the STO problem is NP-complete open. In
this paper we give a positive answer to this question.
To prove that the problem, whether a given instance of a uniflcation problem can lead
to an occur-check is in NP, we shall present a nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm
that solves this problem. Since during the execution of the Martelli{Montanari algorithm
consecutive use of the operations of substitutions and decomposition can lead to an
exponential growth of an instance of the uniflcation problem, our algorithm works on a
data structure which strongly resembles the directed acyclic graphs used in the Paterson
and Wegman (1978) algorithm. The original uniflcation problem is represented by a tree
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whose left and right subtrees represent the left- and the right-hand sides of the uniflcation
problem. This tree during the execution of our algorithm changes into a directed acyclic
graph. The decomposition operation is ignored and the equations that could be obtained
by this operation are represented by pairs of paths in our graph satisfying certain natural
conditions. The operation of substitution is replaced by adding additional directed edges
in the graph, pointing from a node representing a variable to a node, such that the tree
(a graph) rooted at this node represents a term to be substituted.
We have two additional operations that help to formulate and understand our algo-
rithm. The flrst one is the operation of unfolding, which roughly speaking given a dag
obtained in the way described above, generates a tree that could have been obtained
if adding directed edges was replaced by actual substitutions of terms. The second is
a converse operation, which given a branch in a unfolded tree, gives a node in the dag
corresponding to this node.
2. Preliminaries
We use the symbol · (respectively 6·) to denote syntactic equality (respectively in-
equality), and V ar(O) to indicate the set of all variables occurring in any syntactic object
O. Arity(f) denotes the arity of a function symbol f . If Arity(f) = 0, then the function
symbol f is called a constant.
Let F be a set of function symbols, and V a set of variable symbols. The set T of terms
is deflned recursively as follows:
V ‰ T
if t1 2 T ; t2 2 T ; : : : ; tn 2 T , f 2 F , Arity(f) = n, then f(t1; t2; : : : ; tn) 2 T .
A substitution is a mapping ¾ : V 0 ! T , where V 0 is a flnite subset of V, and x 6· ¾(x),
for each x 2 V 0. A substitution ¾ applied to a term t gives a term, denoted by t¾,
obtained from t by replacing each occurrence of xi in t by ¾(xi). If V 0 = fx1; : : : ; xng and
¾(xi) = ti, for i • n, then we write ft1=x1; : : : ; tn=xng to denote ¾. A set of equations
E is a flnite set E = fsi = ti : si; ti 2 T ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng. A substitution ¾ such that
s1¾ · t1¾; : : : ; sn¾ · tn¾ is called a unifler of E. A uniflcation algorithm is an algorithm
which decides whether or not a set of equations has a unifler. If s = t is an equation and ¾
is a substitution then (s = t)¾ is the equation s¾ = t¾. If E = fsi = ti : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng,
then E¾ = f(si = ti)¾ : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng.
We shall study properties of the following nondeterministic uniflcation algorithm in-
troduced by Martelli and Montanari (1982).
Algorithm 2.1. (Martelli{Montanari algorithm) Given a set E of equations,
choose any equation of form indicated below and perform the associated action. If no
action applies to any equation, stop with success.
Clash. If ff(s1; : : : ; sk) = g(t1; : : : ; tl)g 2 E; where f 6· g, then fail: clash
Decompose. Replace E[ff(s1; : : : ; sk) = f(t1; : : : ; tk)g by E[fs1 = t1; : : : ; sk = tkg
Delete. Replace E [ fx = xg; where x 2 V; by E
Exchange. Replace E [ ft = xg; where x 2 V; t =2 V by E [ fx = tg
Occur-check. If x = t 2 E; where x 2 V; t =2 V; x 2 V ar(t), then fail: occur-check
Substitute. Replace E[fx = tg; where x 2 V; x 2 V ar(E); x =2 V ar(t); by Eft=xg[
fx = tg
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Notice that the action Clash includes the case of two difierent constants and, moreover,
the action Decompose includes the case c = c, for every constant c, which leads to
deletion of the equation c = c.
Deransart et al. (1991) introduced the following notion.
Definition 2.2.
Let E = fsi = ti : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng be a set of equations. We say that E is subject to
the occur-check (STO) iff there exists a sequence of actions of the Martelli{Montanari
algorithm (MM algorithm) on input E ending with positive occur-check. The problem of
deciding whether or not E is STO is called the STO problem.
In this deflnition we require the existence of at least one execution of the MM algorithm
terminating with occur-check. Obviously, this does not mean that each such execution
terminates with an occur-check. For example, E = ff(x; g(h(a))) = f(s(x); g(b))g, with
constants a, b, and variable x is STO, and there exists an execution of the MM algorithm
on E terminating with a clash.
Given a set S we denote by S⁄ the set of strings (words) of elements of S, " denotes
the empty string. If a is a string, then jaj is the length of a. If a; b are strings, then
ab denotes the concatenation of a and b. Given two paths (sequences of vertices) p1 =
hv1; : : : ; vk¡1; vki and p2 = hvk; w2; : : : ; wl¡1; wli in a graph we shall sometimes write
p1p2 to denote the path p1p2 = hv1; : : : ; vk¡1; vk; w2; : : : ; wl¡1; wli.
The length of a term t denoted by jtj is deflned by induction jf(t1; : : : ; tn)j = 1+§ni=1jtij
and, in particular the length of a constant and also of a variable is one. The length of an
equation s = t denoted by js = tj is the integer jsj + jtj + 1. js = tj might be less than
the actual size of the equation s = t, since we cannot assume that each symbol in s = t
occupies only constant space. But this notion of the length of an equation is su–cient to
establish our upper bounds for time complexity of the STO problem.
The size of an instance E = fsi = ti : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng of the problem STO is the
integer d = §ni=1jsi = tij, i.e. the sum of the lengths of equations in E.
By N we denote the set of positive integers.
3. First Reduction
We begin by giving a variant of the MM algorithm which, from the point of view of
occur-check behaves exactly like the original algorithm and is slightly easier to analyse.
Algorithm 3.1. Given a set E of equations, choose any equation of the form indicated
below and perform the associated action.
Decompose. Replace E[ff(s1; : : : ; sk) = f(t1; : : : ; tk)g by E[fs1 = t1; : : : ; sk = tkg
Occur-check. If x = t 2 E; where x 2 V; t =2 V; x 2 V ar(t), then fail: occur-check
SubstituteA. Replace E [fx = tg; where x 2 V; x 2 V ar(E); x =2 V ar(t); by Eft=xg[
fx = tg
SubstituteB. Replace E [ft = xg; where x 2 V; x 2 V ar(E); x =2 V ar(t); by Eft=xg[
fx = tg
The main difierence between the MM algorithm and Algorithm 3.1 is that the latter,
when the uniflcation problem has a solution, does not necessarily terminate with the
solved form of the uniflcation problem. However, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. A set E of equations is subject to occur-check iff there exists a sequence of
actions of Algorithm 3.1 ending with an occur-check.
Proof. Obvious. 2
Before proceeding we modify the MM algorithm even further.
Definition 3.3. We say that the equation t1 = t2 is solved if either t1 or t2 is a variable.
Algorithm 3.4. (Modified Martelli{Montanari algorithm) Given a set E of
equations, choose any equation of the form indicated below and perform the associated
action. If no action applies to any equation, stop with success.
Decompose. Replace E[ff(s1; : : : ; sk) = f(t1; : : : ; tk)g by E[fs1 = t1; : : : ; sk = tkg
Occur-check. If x = t 2 E; where x 2 V; t =2 V; x 2 V ar(t), then fail: occur-check
Substitutea. Replace E [fx = tg; where x 2 V; x 2 V ar(E); x =2 V ar(t); E is a set of
solved equations, by Eft=xg [ fx = tg
Substituteb. Replace E [ft = xg; where x 2 V; x 2 V ar(E); x =2 V ar(t); E is a set of
solved equations, by Eft=xg [ fx = tg
We call the modifled Martelli{Montanari algorithm the mMM algorithm.
Definition 3.5. Let f(t1;1; : : : ; t1;m) = f(t2;1; : : : ; t2;m) be an equation. We say that
t1;k = t2;k is the kth equation derived from f(t1;1; : : : ; t1;m) = f(t2;1; : : : ; t2;m). Let k be
an integer and fi; fi0 be sequences of integers such that fi = fi0k. Then we say that t = u
is the equation derived from t0 = u0 along fi if there exists an equation t00 = u00, derived
from t0 = u0 along fi0 and t = u is the kth equation derived from t00 = u00. In this case
we, moreover, say that the term t (and also u) is derived from the term t0 (respectively
u0) along fi.
For example, h(a) = b is an equation derived from f(x; g(h(a))) = f(s(x); g(b)) along
2:1. Also the term h(a) is derived from f(x; g(h(a))) along 2:1.
Lemma 3.6. Let E be a set of equations and let t1 = t2 be a solved equation obtained
from E by one application of the action SubstituteA or SubstituteB, followed by ar-
bitrary many applications of the action Decompose. Then t1 = t2 can be obtained from
E during an execution of the mMM algorithm.
Proof. Assume that x = t 2 E or t = x 2 E, and that, for some t01 = t02 2 E, the
equation t1 = t2 has been obtained from t01ft=xg = t02ft=xg using the action Decompose
only. Then for some sequence a of integers, t1 = t2 is the equation derived from t01ft=xg =
t02ft=xg along a.
By symmetry we can assume that t1 is a variable. Clearly, there are sequences b; c,
with c possibly empty, such that a = bc, and there exists y 2 V, such that y is a term
derived from t01 along b. Empty c corresponds to the case when t1 is the variable y. We
now consider two cases.
Case 1. There is a subterm t002 derived from t
0
2 along b. Then y = t
00
2 is a solved equation
derived from t01 = t
0
2 along b and t1 = t2 is derived from yft=xg = t002ft=xg along c.
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Case 2. There are sequences d; e and a variable z such that b = de and z is a subterm
derived from t02 along d. Let t
00
1 be the term derived from t
0
1 along d. Then t
00
1 = z is a
solved equation derived from t01 = t
0
2 along d and t1 = t2 is derived from t
00
1ft=xg = zft=xg
along ec. 2
Lemma 3.7. A set E of equations is subject to occur-check iff there exists a sequence of
actions of the mMM algorithm ending with occur-check.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.6 by induction on the number of actions SubstituteA and
SubstituteB used, we prove that if t1 = t2 is a solved equation which can be obtained
from E during an execution of Algorithm 3.1, then t1 = t2 can be obtained from E during
an execution of the mMM algorithm. 2
4. The Tools
In this section we introduce notions we are going to use in the proof of the main result.
We also explain these notions by examples.
It is well-known that the application of the MM algorithm can lead to an exponential
growth of the size of the set of equations. Even quite simple instances of the STO (or
the uniflcation) problem can generate equations of exponential size. Therefore, to get our
result we need a concise representation of sets of equations obtained in consecutive steps
of the execution of the MM algorithm. We shall use a graph theoretic representation of
terms and of the uniflcation problem.
If a is a sequence (string), then a(i) is the ith element of a. So, a = a(0)a(1) ¢ ¢ ¢ a(jaj¡1).
By last(a) we denote the last element of a. If i • jaj, then a # i is the sequence consisting
of the flrst i elements of a. A tree is a flnite subset T of N⁄ which is closed under
preflxes and such that for each a 2 T the set fn 2 N : an 2 Tg is either empty or is
an initial segment f1; 2; : : : ; kg of integers (i.e. the children of a node are numbered with
the consecutive positive integers beginning with 1). We write a „ b to denote that a is a
preflx of b and a ` b to denote that a is a proper preflx of b. If T is a tree, and a 2 T
then the set fb 2 N⁄ : ab 2 Tg is called a subtree of T rooted at a and is denoted by
(T )a. A subtree of T is a subtree rooted at some a 2 T .
If T is a tree, then we often consider T as a directed graph with directed edges going
from a father to the children. Given a flnite set F of function symbols and a set of
variables V, a term over F ;V is a function t : T ! (F [V) such that T is a tree, if a 2 T
has k sons in T , and k > 0; then t(a) is a function symbol of arity k; and if a is a leaf,
then t(a) is a 0-ary function symbol (a constant) or a variable. In other words, a term is
a tree labeled by elements of F [V: A subterm of t : T ! (F [V) is a restriction of t to
a subtree of T . A (flnite) pointer is a flnite sequence of integers. We shall use pointers to
point to subterms and to derived equations. If a 2 T , then a points to a subterm (t)a of
t such that (t)a : (T )a ! (F [ V) and (t)a(b) = t(ab). We also call a the position of t(a)
in t.
An equation is a pair of terms. To avoid possible confusion we distinguish the equality
symbol = used in the meta-language from the equality symbol := which will be used below
to represent equations. In what follows an equation will be represented as a function
eq : Q! (F [V[f :=g), where Q is a tree whose root is labeled by := and has exactly two
sons. If eq is an equation, then (a; b) points to the equation (eq)(a;b) = ((eq)a
:= (eq)b).
Of course (eq)(a;b) is deflned only if fa(0); b(0)g = f1; 2g.
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Each instance of the uniflcation problem is equivalent to a single equation of roughly
the same size. A single equation can be obtained simply by introducing an additional
function symbol, whose arity equals to the number of equations in the original instance.
In the case, where there is at least one symbol whose arity is at least two, it is not
necessary to expand the language. In the following we shall therefore assume that the
given instance of the STO problem consists of a single equation.
The main data structures we are going to use will be directed acyclic graphs obtained
by extending the tree used to describe the uniflcation problem. In accordance with the
above we shall therefore flx the following deflnition.
Definition 4.1. An instance of the STO problem is a labeled tree eq deflned for given
terms t1 : T1 ! (F [ V); t2 : T2 ! (F [ V) as follows.
We put Q = f"g [ f1a : a 2 T1g [ f2a : a 2 T2g and deflne eq : Q ! (F [ V [ f :=g)
putting
(1) eq(") = :=,
(2) (eq)1 = t1 and (eq)2 = t2.
Now, it is already easy to represent in a concise way all equations that can be ob-
tained from eq by all possible applications of the action Decompose of the MM al-
gorithm. Each such equation will have the form (eq)(a;b) where a; b are pointers and
a(0) = 1; b(0) = 2.
To incorporate other actions of the MM algorithm into our data structure we shall
extend the above deflnition of an instance of the STO problem. First we shall treat eq
as a directed labeled graph.
Definition 4.2. Let eq be an instance of the STO problem. We put Geq = hQ;Eeqi,
where Eeq(a; b) iff jbj = jaj+ 1 and a ` b. We consider Geq as a labeled graph with the
labeling provided by eq.
In the following we shall consider extensions of Geq. The set Q will be kept unchanged
but the incidence relation E will be a superset of Eeq. We shall consider two types of
edges in the extended graph: regular edges that are inherited from Eeq and jumps. Jumps
will always go from leaves of Q to its nodes which are difierent from the root. Moreover,
we will consider only jumps from leaves labeled by variables. For each leaf a there will
always be at most one edge (jump) from a.
Definition 4.3. Let eq be an instance of the STO problem.
An eq-graph is a directed graph G = hQ;Ei such that
(1) E = Eeq [ E0, where E0 ‰ f(a; b) : a is a leaf of Geq and b is a node of Q difierent
from the rootg;
(2) if (a; b); (a; c) 2 E0, then b = c,
(3) G is labeled by eq,
(4) if (a; b) 2 E0, then eq(a) is a variable.
The notion of a pointer will be extended to that of a path.
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Definition 4.4. A semi-path in a directed graph G = hQ;Ei is a flnite sequence fi of
elements of Q such that E(fi(i); fi(i+1)), for each i < jfij¡1. A semi-path fi is saturated
if fi(jfij¡1) is a leaf of Geq. fi is called a path in G if it is a semi-path in G and, moreover,
fi(0) is the root of G. A path is saturated if it is a saturated semi-path.
If G = hQ;Ei is an eq-graph, then we deflne the notions of the unfolding of G, of a
term at a path fi and of derived equations at a bi-path (fi; fl).
Definition 4.5. Let G = hQ;Ei be an eq-graph.
(1) We deflne a function U; which given a semi-path fi = ha0; : : : ; aki in G = hQ;Ei,
maps the sequence fi of nodes into a single node U(fi) as follows.
U(h"i) = ".
For n • k we put:
U(ha0; : : : ; ani) =
‰
U(ha0; : : : ; an¡1i) if an¡1 is a leaf of Geq
U(ha0; : : : ; an¡1i)last(an) otherwise.
We call U(fi) the unfolding of fi.
(2) We put U(G) = fU(fi) : fi is a path in Gg. We call U(G) the unfolding of G:
The intuition behind this deflnition is that U(G) is a big tree that would have been
recursively obtained from G if each jump | an edge from a leaf a to a node b | was
replaced by attaching the tree (eq)b to the leaf a. The unfolding of a path is the pointer
to the element of the so obtained tree represented by the last element on this path.
Informally the deflnition above for a given semi-path fi in G omits all the leaves on
fi (except the last one) giving a new path, say fi0. U(fi) returns a pointer to the last
element of fi0. Some leaves are omitted above since the fact that a leaf v of Geq has a
child in G means that we have substituted for v, so in the big tree this occurrence of v
has disappeared.
We shall also deflne an inverse operation F giving for a 2 U(G) its folding F (a). F (a)
is an element of the tree U(G).
Definition 4.6. Let G = hQ;Ei be an eq-graph. Then
(1) E0trans is the transitive closure of E
0.
(2) Let x; y 2 Q. We put E0max(x; y) iff (x = y _ E0trans(x; y)) ^ :(9z 2 Q : E0(y; z)).
Let a 2 U(G). We deflne an operation FE(a) by induction on preflxes of a as follows.
(1) FE(a # 0) = ".
(2) For i < jaj we put:
FE(a # i+ 1) =
‰
a0a(i) if a0a(i) is not a leaf of Geq
b if a0a(i) is a leaf of Geq and E0max(a
0a(i); b)
where a0 = FE(a # i):
And flnally we deflne the folding F (a) by F (a) = FE(a # jaj). Note that the operation
F maps a node into a node.
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Figure 1. An example of a eq-graph.
Notice that if 9z : E0(x; z) above, then there exists exactly one such z (see (2) in
Deflnition 4.3), so E0trans is properly deflned.
Having this deflnition we can deflne a notion which represents the equation coded by
an eq-graph.
Definition 4.7. Let eq : Q! (F [V [ f :=g) be an equation and let G = hQ;Ei be an
eq-graph. The unfolding of eq over G is an equation eqG : U(G) ! (F [ V [ f :=g) such
that eqG(a) = eq(F (a)), for each a 2 U(G):
Now, by an example (see Figure 1), we shall explain the main notions introduced
above. We consider an instance E = ff(x; h(y); g(z; b)) = f(y; h(g(h(z); a)); x)g of the
uniflcation problem, where f; g; h 2 F , x; y; z 2 V and a; b are constants. Notice that
E is STO, and there exists an execution of the MM algorithm which also terminates
with clash. The structure eqG for E0 = E is represented by Figure 1, without dashed
and dotted lines which represent jumps. After the action Decompose we get E1 =
fx = y; h(y) = h(g(h(z); a)); g(z; b) = xg. Let us pick the equation x = y from E1,
and perform substitution for x (the action Substitute). We get E2 = fx = y; h(y) =
h(g(h(z); a)); g(z; b) = yg. Figure 1 without dashed lines represents E2. Notice that
we have added edges representing substitution for x in the equation x = y as well. The
algorithm ASTO we are going to describe later will also perform operations corresponding
to such substitutions.
Now, let us perform the action Decompose on the second equation from E2, and
substitution for y, using the equation y = g(h(z); a). We obtain E3 = fx = g(h(z); a); y =
g(h(z); a); g(z; b) = g(h(z); a)g represented by Figure 1 with all lines.
Given the paths:
fi = h"; 1; 1:1i
fi0 = fih2:1i
fi00 = fi0h2:2:1; 2:2:1:2i;
we shall compute the unfoldings and foldings for them. Namely: U(fi) = U(fi0) = 1:1,
and F (U(fi)) = F (U(fi0)) = 2:2:1. This means that after substitutions the vertex 1:1
is labeled by g like the vertex F (U(fi0)) = 2:2:1. For the longest path fi00 we obtain
U(fi00) = 1:1:2 and F (U(fi00)) = 2:2:1:2.
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This example also shows that the equality F (U(fi)) = fi does not hold, i.e. F is not
an inverse operation to U in the standard sense.
The following notion is used to count variables that appear as labels of elements of a
path.
Definition 4.8. If fi is a path, the we put tr(fi) = fx 2 V : eq(fi(i)) = x; for some
i < jfijg: We call tr(fi) the trace of fi.
Now we are ready to deflne a notion which we shall use to represent in a concise way
equations which can be obtained during an execution of the MM algorithm.
Definition 4.9. Let G = hQ;Ei be an eq-graph. Let fi be a path in G such that
U(fi) 6= ". Then the term at fi is the term (eqG)U(fi). A bi-path is a pair of paths (fi; fl),
such that U(fi) 6= " and U(fl) 6= ". Let (fi; fl) be a bi-path. Then the derived equation at
(fi; fl) is the equation (eqG)U(fi)
:= (eqG)U(fl):
Lemma 4.10. Let fi be a path in an eq-graph G = hQ;Ei such that cardfi : fi(i) is a
leaf of Geqg = c and d is the depth of Q, then fi can be encoded by a sequence of length
at most c(d+ 1) of integers.
Proof. Clearly to represent the element following an element which is not a leaf of Geq
just one integer is su–cient. 2
Definition 4.11. Let G = hQ;Ei be an eq-graph.
A bi-path (fi; fl) in G is parallel iff fU(fi); U(fl)g = f1°; 2°g, for some sequence °.
A bi-path (fi; fl) is consistent if it is parallel and eqG(U(fi) # i) = eqG(U(fl) # i), for
every i < jU(fi)j. A bi-path (fi; fl) is saturated iff fi is saturated.
A bi-path (fi; fl) is good iff it is consistent, saturated and the last element of the path
fi is labeled by a variable and has an out-degree of 0 in the graph G.
An equation is coded by (or represented in) G if it is of the form (eqG)U(fi)
:= (eqG)U(fl),
for some consistent bi-path (fi; fl).
Notice that if (fi; fl) is a good bi-path then the path fi is saturated, so it ends with a
leaf of Geq. But the condition that the last element of fi has an out-degree of 0 is not
redundant. If the graph Geq becomes an eq-graph (Deflnition 4.3), then the last element
of fi might be of out-degree 1.
Assume that a path fi starts in the left subtree of the graph. Intuitively a good bi-path
(fi; fl) represents the equation of the form x := (eqG)U(fl), where x = (eqG)U(fi), and we
have not substituted for the variable x (out-degree of x is 0) so far.
For example if we take (fi; fl) = (h"; 1; 1:3; 1:3:1i; h"; 2; 2:3; 2:1; 2:2:1; 2:2:1:1i) in the
graph represented by Figure 1, then z = h(z) is the equation derived at (fi; fl) and easily
z = h(z) can be obtained during the computation of the MM algorithm, resulting in
an occur-check. Moreover, note that U(fi) = 1:3:1, U(fl) = 2:3:1, and (fi; fl) is a good
bi-path and the equation z = h(z) is coded by the graph of Figure 1.
Having the deflnition of a consistent bi-path we need an analogous deflnition for
pointers.
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Definition 4.12. Let s1 and s2 be two terms.
(1) s1 and s2 are called parallel if s1 = (eqG)U(fi) and s2 = (eqG)U(fl), for some consis-
tent bi-path (fi; fl).
(2) A pointer of the form U(°1) is a consistent pointer for parallel terms s1, s2 if °1 is
a semi-path from the root of s1, and there exists a semi-path °2 from the root of
s2, such that the bi-path (fi°1; fl°2) is consistent.
Notice that in this case U(°1) = U(°2).
5. Algorithm ASTO
In this section we give a description of a nondeterministic algorithm ASTO, which
decides whether or not an instance eq of the uniflcation problem is STO. We also prove
that ASTO works in polynomial time. The algorithm ASTO works on the data structure
eqG.
Algorithm 5.1. Algorithm ASTO
Let G = hQ;Ei, E = Eeq, Vsubst = V ar(eqG).
If possible, do the following:
(1) guess a good bi-path (fi; fl), such that x = eqG(U(fi)) 2 Vsubst.
Perform either (a) or (b).
(a) accept If tr(fi) \ V ar((eqG)U(fl)) 6= ; then accept occur-check
(b) expand Let Vx = fF (U(°)) 2 Q : ° is a path in G; fl 6„ °; eqG(U(°)) = xg.
Put Vsubst := Vsubst n fxg, E := E [ f(a; F (U(fl))) : a 2 Vxg. Return to (1).
The main idea of this algorithm is that the action Decompose of the MM algorithm
which can lead to an increase in the number of equations is not performed. The sec-
ond important idea is that to perform the action Substitute we do not copy the term
(eqG)U(fl) but we just put pointers to its root (dashed and dotted lines in the example
in Figure 1). These ideas help to avoid the exponential growth of the set of equations.
Lemma 5.2. Let eq be an instance of the STO problem.
(1) If v = card(V ar(eq)), then on eq ASTO performs the loop 1 at most v times.
(2) Let G be the eq-graph computed by ASTO. Then G is acyclic.
Proof. Let Gi be the eq-graph computed after the ith loop of ASTO. Let eqi = U(Gi)
and let Vi = V ar(eqi).
To prove (1) it su–ces to notice that performing the loop once reduces the size of
Vsubst by one.
To prove (2) assume the contradiction that i is the smallest integer such that there is
a cycle in Gi+1. Let (fi; fl) be a bi-path chosen in the step (i+ 1) and let x = eq(U(fi)).
Then for some variable y which appears in (eqi)U(fl) there is a semi-path in Gi from y
to x, i.e. x appears in (eqi)U(fl), but it means that in the step (i+ 1) for some fl „ ° we
have substituted for x = F (U(°)), i.e. we added an edge (a; F (U(fl))) for a =2 Vx. 2
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Lemma 5.3. Let G be the graph computed by ASTO. Then the depth of U(G) does not
exceed (v + 1)d, where v = card(V ar(eq)) and d is the depth of eq.
Proof. Let fi be a path in G. By Lemma 5.2 there are at most v elements of fi labeled
by variables, moreover, there are at most d elements between two consecutive elements
of fi labeled by variables. 2
By Lemma 5.2 to prove that ASTO works in polynomial time it su–ces to show that
it takes a polynomial time to perform expand and accept.
Lemma 5.4. Each operation expand and accept can be performed in time O(e2), where
e is the size of eq.
Proof. Let (fi; fl) be a bi-path in G. By Lemma 5.3 the lengths of fi and fl are at
most e2. Moreover, by Lemma 4.10, fi and fl can be represented by sequences of the
length O(e2) of integers. It takes time O(e2) to verify that (fi; fl) is a good bi-path. The
condition that x 2 Vsubst can be checked by maintaining pointers from each v 2 Vsubst to
the appropriate occurrences of v in the structure eqG. Notice that jVsubstj • e, and there
are at most e pointers. Checking that tr(fi) \ V ar((eqG)U(fl)) 6= ; takes time O(e2).
Now, to perform the operation expand, given x = eqG(U(fi)) and F (U(fl)), which
both can be computed in O(e2) steps, computation of Vx and extension of E takes O(e)
steps. 2
Theorem 5.5. ASTO works in time O(d3).
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4. 2
6. Correctness of ASTO
Lemma 6.1. Assume that equations t1 = t2 and x = t (or t = x) can be obtained from
eq during an execution of the mMM algorithm, and t1, t2 are parallel terms. Let p be a
consistent pointer for terms t1ft=xg, t2ft=xg. If (t1ft=xg)p and (t2ft=xg)p are deflned,
then the equation (t1ft=xg)p = (t2ft=xg)p can be obtained from eq during the execution
of the mMM algorithm.
Proof. Obvious. 2
Let fi be a semi-path determined by the pointer p as in Lemma 6.1. Notice that
to obtain the equation (t1ft=xg)p = (t2ft=xg)p, the mMM algorithm performs several
actions Decompose on the equation t1ft=xg = t2ft=xg decomposing equations derived
along consecutive sub-paths of fi. In this case we say that the equation (t1ft=xg)p =
(t2ft=xg)p was obtained by the action Decompose following the semi-path fi.
Lemma 6.2. Let G be an eq-graph computed by ASTO. Then each solved equation coded
by G can be obtained during an execution of the mMM algorithm.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number i of the operation expand performed
by ASTO. The proof is obvious if i = 0. Now, assume that G was obtained from G1
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by an application of the operation expand, and that (fi; fl) was the bi-path selected.
Moreover, let x = eq(last(fi)) and t = (eqG1)U(fl). Let x1 = t1 be a solved equation
coded by G which is not coded by G1, and let (fi1; fl1) be a good bi-path for G such that
x1 = eq(last(fi1)) and t1 = (eqG)U(fl1).
The remaining part of the proof will be divided into cases.
Case 1. fi1 is a path in G1. We consider two subcases.
Subcase 1.1. fl1 is a path in G1. Since x1 = t1 is not represented in G1, the variable x
appears in the term t2 = (eqG1)U(fl1), so (eqG)U(fl1) = t2ft=xg.
Subcase 1.2. fl1 is not a path in G1. There exists a saturated path ° in G1 such that
° ` fl1 and eq(last(°)) = x. Let fi0 be a path in G1, such that fi0 ` fi1 and (fi0; °) is a
consistent and saturated bi-path. Therefore the equation (eqG1)U(fi0) = x is represented
in G1.
Case 2. fi1 is not a path in G1. There exist a path ° and a semi-path fi0 in G1, such
that fi1 = °fi0 and eq(last(°)) = x. Now let fl0 be a path in G1, such that fl0 ` fl1 and
(°; fl0) is a consistent and saturated bi-path. The equation (eqG1)U(fl0) = (eqG1)U(°) is
represented in G1, so (eqG1)U(fl0) = x is a solved equation represented in G1. Let fi
00 be
a semi-path, such that fl1 = fl0fi00. Clearly U(fi0) = U(fi00). Put t0 = (eqG1)U(fl0). Notice
that U(fi0) is a consistent pointer for the terms t0 and (eqG1)U(°). Again we consider two
subcases. In both subcases we apply Lemma 6.1.
Subcase 2.1. x appears in (eqG1)U(fl0). Clearly t1 = (t
0ft=xg)U(fi0) and x1 = (t)U(fi0) =
(xft=xg)U(fi0).
Subcase 2.2. x does not appear in (eqG1)U(fl0). We have t1 = (t
0)U(fi0) = (t0ft=xg)U(fi0)
and x1 = (t)U(fi0) = (xft=xg)U(fi0). 2
Lemma 6.3. Let x = t be a solved equation obtained during an execution the of the
mMM algorithm. Then x = t is coded by an eq-graph G computed during an execution of
ASTO.
Proof. We proceed by induction with respect to the number of actions Substitutea
and Substituteb applied. Clearly the result holds if no such action is applied. Let
x = t (or t = x) be a solved equation obtained during an execution of the mMM al-
gorithm. Then clearly there are two solved equations t1 = t2 and x0 = t0 (or t0 = x0)
such that x = t is obtained from the equation t1ft0=x0g = t2ft0=x0g by the action
Decompose following a semi-path °. By the induction hypothesis there is an eq-graph
G1 such that both t1 = t2 and x0 = t0 are represented in G1. But this means that
there are two bi-paths (fi0; fl0) and (fi1; fl1) such that (eqG1)U(fi0) = x
0, (eqG1)U(fl0) = t
0,
(eqG1)U(fi1) = t1, (eqG1)U(fl1) = t2. Let G be obtained from G1 by the operation ex-
pand with the bi-path (fi0; fl0) selected. It is easy to check that t1 = (eqG)U(fi1°) and
t2 = (eqG)U(fl1°). 2
Theorem 6.4. The algorithm ASTO is correct.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.7, Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3. 2
Theorem 6.5. The problem STO is NP-complete.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 5.5 and 6.4, and the main result from Apt et al.
(1994). 2
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